In this article I review the literature on elites and inequality in Latin America with a focus on the emergence of uneven state structures and how they came to foster the needs of elites for protection. States in Latin America are traditionally thought of as facilitating processes of top-down modernization that transformed traditional agrarian economies into complex urban polities, while maintaining extreme inequality. The state is thus central in the genealogy of inequality and elite privilege in Latin America. The synergy between states and elites continues to mark Latin American societies, and it helps us to understand how major economic and political changes occur without significant changes in inequality. For the most part, Latin America’s current uneven states emerged as the result of exclusionary projects of citizenship during the first half of the 20th century and were advanced by the advent of repressive regimes during the 1960s and 1970s. After democratic transitions during the 1980s and 1990s, Latin American states came to be characterized, on the one hand, by procedural democratic institutions, and on the other by high levels of state violence, exclusion, and segmented citizenship. The present situation is one of a problematic equilibrium between states, elites, and inequality.
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**Introduction**

Latin American societies seem to have special talent for disappointing political economists and political scientists. We observe in the region how contexts of increasing inequality triggered successful transitions to democracy, as in Brazil (Ansell and Samuels 2014), how weak states at times succeed in promoting growth, as in Peru (Dargent et al. 2017), and also how democratization can lead to losses in social and political cohesion, as in Mexico (Schedler 2014, Sorj and Martuccelli 2008). The patterns reveal uneven states that are not poor - and in many cases are resource abundant – but that reproduce severely segmented forms of citizenship, political participation, and economic distribution. As in other cases of late modernization, the
interaction between elites and the state played a key role in Latin American developmental history. This led some authors to recover Barrington Moore Jr.’s (1966) now classic theory of revolution from above or conservative modernization, which is a framework for the emergence of authoritarian states (Domingues 2000, Filgueira et al. 2011, Reis 1979). Nonetheless, most countries transitioned toward democracy in the past decades and have remained democratic for the most part, puzzling our understanding of the incentives and constrains that circumscribe elites’ decision making in the region.

In this review I highlight how elites adapted to contexts of rapid social change by promoting the emergence of repressive authoritarian regimes in the 1960s and 1970s and by fostering the emergence of durable democratic regimes from the 1980s onward. The region’s social landscape, political institutions, and economy changed radically during this period, but one feature remained fairly constant: extreme inequality. The role for inequality in this process, as well as its conceptualization, is a frequent subject of debate in the fields of political studies.

In the past, scholars explained inequalities in Latin American countries as resulting from different patterns or different speeds of economic and social modernization. For example, Taylor and Bacha (1976) offered the metaphor of Belindia (Belgium + India), and before them Lambert ([1957] 1967) highlighted the existence of “two Brazils”. Much earlier, Sarmiento ([1845] 2009) pointed to the coexistence of “civilization” and “barbarism” in Argentina. Many political scientists and economists still explain certain inequalities in terms of dual forms of economic and political development, as in the literature on subnational authoritarianism (e.g. Benton 2012, Gervasoni 2010, Gibson 2013).

Several other studies focus on the long-term effects of colonial and early institutions in current patterns of state capacity (Centeno 2002, Dell 2010, Kurtz 2013) and democratization (Mahoney 2001). Such studies highlight the role of labor repressive institutions (Dell 2010, Kurtz 2013), internal war (Centeno 2002), and economic institutions (Mahoney 2001) in shaping both the regimes of citizenship rights (in the form of democracy or autocracy) and the capacity that states have to implement them. These long-term roots of inequality are relevant because they allow us to distinguish the path of states that deny citizenship rights (authoritarian states) from those that grant rights but fail to secure them evenly within their territories (Luna and Soifer 2017).

To explore the role of elites vis-à-vis inequality it is important to first account for the concept of “elites.” Some authors define elites as those concentrating the main resources in society, be them material, symbolic, cultural, political, or educational resources (Bourdieu 2013, Kahn 2012, Reis and Moore 2005). Others define elites in political terms, i.e. elites as individuals capable of affecting political outcomes regularly and substantially due to their position in powerful organizations and movements (Higley and Burton 2006). As noted elsewhere (see López 2013a),
the latter definition of elites relates to the Weberian concept of power as the probability that an individual or group have of carrying through their will against the resistance of others, regardless of the basis in which this probability lies on (Weber, 2005 [1922]: 696). According to the classical elite theory framework, there will always be a minority making decisions and a majority following them, and history has not yet provided a case of an eliteless society to disprove the point. Yet the “law of elite circulation” (Pareto 1935) or the “iron law of oligarchy” (Michels 2009 [1915]), which express this view, only hold logical consistency when assuming a power-based definition of elites. Power, in the Weberian definition, cannot be equally distributed as it implies a losing side (the one offering resistance). Regarding the study of inequality, the power-based concept of elites holds an analytical advantage over the resource-based concept because it prevents tautologies (e.g. elites reproduce inequality but are also defined by inequality). Another important trait of the concept of elites is the possibility of sub-types, differentiated by their power sources, such as the economic elite, the political elite, the bureaucratic elite, and the military elite. As will be shown, inter-elite dynamics (i.e. between different elite types) is key for a large section of the literature on elites and inequality in Latin America.

Toward the end of understanding how elites shape the distribution of social and political goods, I highlight common patterns in the region. Despite the diversity of historical experiences, some of the main economies in Latin America converged toward similar technocratic authoritarian regimes during the mid-1960s and the 1970s (O’Donnell 1973, Stepan [1978] 2015), and subsequently toward the democratic regimes we observe today. Transitions to democratic rule during the mid-1980s surprised many Latin Americanists. At the time, most theories emphasized affinities between authoritarian rule and the accumulation strategies of elites (Collier and Cardoso 1979, O’Donnell 1973, Stepan [1978] 2015, Reis 1979), the local political culture (Almond and Verba [1966] 2015, Wiarda 1973), psychological constraints to democratization (Huntington [1968] 2006), and of course the enduring income inequality (Cheibub et al. 1996, Rueschemeyer et al. 1992,). But not only did democratization occur, it did so without significant changes in those attributes that were and still are often considered to be main causes of authoritarianism, especially income inequality.

These democratic outcomes raise questions about the role played by inequality in the political arena, and they force researchers to refine theories in light of today’s prevalence of unequal yet durable democracies in Latin America. In addition to gross inequality, current Latin American democracies have social landscapes marked by high levels of state violence (Arias and Goldstein 2010, Brinks 2007, 2014, O’Donnell 1993), by a segmentation of party politics across the social spectrum (Luna 2014), and by informal and precarious models of welfare (Holland 2016). Rather than impeding democracy, these attributes can be thought of as aspects of a new and problematic
equilibrium, one in which elites obtain relatively high levels of security afforded by repressive states and regressive policies. Today’s Latin American democracies are repressive because state institutions, particularly the police and other security forces, continue to violate the citizenship rights of the poor. They are regressive because the relative tax burden tends to decrease as incomes increases.

I will proceed as follows: first, I revisit Moore’s concept of “modernization from above” to explain the emergence of developmental states early in the early 20th and how they paved the way for an exclusionary version of European corporatism. I then portray authoritarian regimes of the 1960s and 1970s as elites’ reactions to what they regarded as inefficient and dangerous forms of political participation, and the subsequent roles of elites during transitions to democracy. Finally, I will discuss the consolidation of democracy and how residues of past repressive structures as well as new forms of political participation and new elite strategies have created a complex mosaic in which violence, ineffective states, and limited welfarism constitute an unexpected new equilibrium, as well as a trap for both elites and the poor.

Modernization from above and uneven incorporation

In 1966, Barrington Moore Jr. published The Social Origins of Democracy and Dictatorship, a milestone of comparative politics. As the other side of his well-known “no bourgeoisie, no democracy” rule, Moore argued that, in countries like Germany and Japan, the lack of a strong bourgeoisie allowed landed elites to coordinate conservative processes of revolution “from above” that transformed rural societies into modern urban and industrialized but authoritarian ones. These were conservative processes because they did not alter the distribution of power resources within society, maintaining the privilege of the old owning elites. Yet they were at the same time revolutionary because they did alter the economic organization of society from rural-traditional to urban-industrial. By “from above”, Moore implies that such processes of social change were promoted by the old landed elites themselves, rather than by emerging urban groups. Revolution from above is thus a process of top-down social change that at the same time transforms economic relations and maintains power asymmetries. As a consequence, in Moore’s theory, the resulting political organization tends toward authoritarianism. Revolution, or modernization, from above came to be seen as an accurate description of the processes of state-building in the main Latin American economies (Domingues 2000, Filgueira et al. 2011, Reis 1979). In Latin America the idea of modernization from above related to incentives provided by developmental states and a particular version of corporatism that simultaneously empowered economic and state elites.

As Latin American states promoted industrialization, urban working classes emerged and demanded incorporation. In countries where the working-class was strong, incorporation
processes were more likely to lead to competitive regimes, as argued by Rueschemeyer and colleagues (1992). But these authors claimed that it was not in the interest of elites to enfranchise the poor, and it could therefore be expected that elites would try to prevent this unless pressures from below were too great. Early democracies thus arose in countries with less inequality where urban workers were able to organize and negotiate with elites, according to this argument. Rueschemeyer and his colleagues also employed some of Moore’s ideas about modernization “from above” by highlighting the role of states in Latin American development. Because colonial rule had involved a symbiosis between authority structures and economic structures, elites were accustomed to using the state to perpetuate privilege.

Given pressures from the emerging urban proletariat, strategies of incorporation varied greatly and resulted in divergent party systems that facilitated or complicated democratizing efforts during the first half of the 20th century (Collier and Collier 1991). In common, Latin American political elites favored top-down modes of incorporation of the working class through mechanisms resembling European corporatism. In Europe corporatism was characterized by corporations and interest groups serving as channels for the distribution of social goods. Access to goods was typically tied to formal employment. European corporatism was a pattern located between liberal and social-democratic versions of a welfare state (Esping-Andersen 1991) as those observed in France and Germany. But because urban and organized working classes comprised only a small part of the poor in Latin America, political inclusion through corporatism tended to have regressive consequences, i.e. both income and political inequalities were exacerbated rather than relieved (dos Santos 1979).

Developmentalism or statism was another trait of conservative modernization (Reis 2000): states were in charge of transforming national economies from rural and export-oriented to industrialized and strong domestic markets. This became known as “import substitution industrialization” model (ISI). Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Uruguay, and other countries followed this pattern. If corporatist projects shaped much of the structure of income and political inequality in Latin America, they also heightened the role of the state in organizing the economy and, consequently, affected incentives perceived by elites (Leão 2013). The deliberate attempt to create a developmental state empowered increasingly autonomous bureaucratic elites, transformed states into economic actors in bed with national capitalists, and helped to sustain political-economic systems conceptualized as hierarchical capitalism (Schneider 2013). This occurred not as a natural or direct consequence of statism, but as a consequence of close ties between political elites and rent seeking economic elites. Despite the persistence of gross inequalities, ISI accounted for a fairly long period of economic growth in the region during the first half of the 20th century, which ultimately resulted in some material benefits for the working class. Citizenship rights also increased, despite their uneven distribution, creating new constituencies of benefitted blue collar workers.
New authoritarianism and transitions to democratic rule

By the 1960s, Latin American states had succeeded in transforming societies from predominantly rural to urbanized and industrialized. Nonetheless, the promise of continuous economic growth did not materialize and most countries found themselves experiencing years of stagnation and increasing popular discontents. O’Donnell (1973) and Huntington (1966 [2006]) observed that working-class poor and middle-classes were prone to disappointment, because they demanded more benefits than governments were capable of allocating without creating major fiscal crises. Meanwhile, economic elites were attracted to partnering with international capital, although they were prevented from “verticalizing” their economies by ISI restrictions. According to O’Donnell, business elites saw opportunities in contexts of crisis, allying with state bureaucrats and the military to forge coups and implement new authoritarian but technocratic regimes that were put in charge of tailoring economies and societies to suit business needs.

O’Donnell coined the term “bureaucratic-authoritarianism” (see also Collier and Cardoso 1979, Linz 2000) to describe the regimes that followed military coups first in Argentina (1966) and Brazil (1964), and later in Chile and Uruguay (both in 1973). A related concept was organic statism, which Stepan (2015) used to describe military rule in Peru. By the mid1970s, most of the continent was under authoritarian rule, either in the form of bureaucratic-authoritarian or single-party regimes. Military regimes in the Southern Cone countries dismantled the ISI model and invested in strong repressive apparatuses, the origins and results of which seemed to meet business elites’ desires for greater financial returns and more effective repression of public unrest.

Contemporary political economists tend to portray costs of repression as lower than costs of redistribution in contexts of high inequality (Acemoglu and Robinson 2005, Boix 2003), which should result in elite sponsorship of authoritarian regimes. Latin America in the 1970s and early 1980s seems to illustrate this. Authoritarian regimes repressed the poor, empowered technocrats to rationalize economic policies, and excluded politicians from the core of decision-making. Yet these regimes soon came to an end.

By the mid1980s, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Peru, and Uruguay had transitioned to democracy. Chile and Paraguay joined in the 1990s, and in 2000 an opposition party was elected for the first time in Mexico, which had experienced single-party rule for some 70 years. As seen in Figure 1, between the 1970s and current times the region went from predominantly autocratic to predominantly democratic. What happened?
At the time, some scholars highlighted the role of disenchanted elites (Weffort 1984) and cleavages among rulers (O’Donnell and Schmitter 2013) as likely causes of authoritarian breakdowns in the region. Other scholars focused on how elites moved toward pacts and settlements that closed old fissures and paved the way to regime change (Higley and Burton 2006, Higley and Gunther 1992).

However, these analyses overlooked an important continuity, namely, that several alleged structural causes of authoritarianism remained in place despite democratization, among them income inequality. If anything, inequality had greatly increased during authoritarian rule in most of the countries. One way in which inequality co-exists with democratization has to do with what is often referred to as the distributive conflict approach. In it, elites use democratization to signal income redistribution if the poor pose a credible revolutionary threat (Acemoglu and Robinson 2005). In other words, elites only extend the franchise if they have reasons to believe that the poor are going to expropriate them through revolutionary means. However, a systematic analysis of democratic transitions, including many in Latin America, by Haggard and Kaufman’s (2016) finds little evidence to support this hypothesis. They find that some kind of clear distributive conflict preceded only about half of the transitions studied.
It is indeed hard to explain why Latin American elites did not forcefully resist democratization and in some countries even promoted it, given high inequality and low pressures from below. Building on this puzzle, Ansell and Samuels (2014) gathered evidence of just the opposite relationship, with greater inequality helping to predict transitions toward democracy. The reason, they claim, is that inequality increases as societies become more complex, which implies the growing size and importance of upper and middle classes whose members benefit from inequality but also feel threatened by a lack of constraints on authoritarian rulers. Democratization thus results from elites trying to prevent expropriation by establishing liberal institutions, which amounts to Moore’s “no bourgeoisie, no democracy” thesis. Albertus and Gay (2017) move in a similar direction by arguing that economic elites can update regime preferences when autocrats fail to signal a commitment to property rights.

Democracy does not serve only the interests of urban bourgeois elites, however. Albertus (2016) illustrates this with an analysis of landed elites in Latin America facing threats of agrarian reform. Landed elites are commonly viewed as pillars of autocratic regimes, because their reliance on fixed assets (i.e. land) makes them vulnerable to expropriation (Boix 2003). But even these elites can become “unlikely” democrats (Albertus 2016).

Democratization in Latin America is not just puzzling because it occurred in context of high inequality and presumably well-protected elites, but also because the new democratic regimes did not trigger redistribution, nor did they succeed in preventing violations of human rights for the poor. Some scholars argue that this is precisely a reason for the success of democratic transitions. There are, at least, three possibilities in which the prospect of persisting inequalities relates to elite action before democratization consolidates. First, Acemoglu and colleagues (2011) argue that, when suffering pressures from below, economic elites can build coalitions with bureaucratic elites in order to put forward inefficient state structures with the purpose of compromising a state’s capacity to redistribute in future democratic times. The argument resembles O’Donnell’s elite-bureaucrats coalition behind bureaucratic-authoritarianism, but in this analysis elites act because democratization is in sight. With a similar but less demanding theory, Soifer (2013) shows that the relationship between inequality and democratization (which is assumed to be negative in mainstream political economy) is mediated by state capacity, with weaker states showing a higher probability of regime change toward democracy. Soifer concludes that this occurs because elites expect states to fail in redistributing due to low extractive capacities, and that such expectations attenuate elite resistance to regime change.

A second possibility that might explain the resilience of inequality concerns elites’ actual participation in the transition process. When elites participate in making the constitutional and institutional rules that guide an emergent competitive regime, they can actively install roadblocks

Finally, Mainwaring and Pérez-Liñán (2013) argue that economic elites switched attitudes toward democracy following changes in political projects of the left. In yet another systematic analysis of regime change in Latin America, the authors argue that, with the collapse of the Soviet bloc, the idea of revolutionary socialism was mostly abandoned and left-wing parties adopted a more consociational stance in order to participate effectively in future political competitions. With a deradicalized left at the negotiation table, economic elites had less reason to fear a competitive political regime.

Rather than being mutually contradictory, these incentives, taken together, do much to explain observed elite shifts in political preferences. First, it is quite possible that sectors of elites anticipated the continuity of their privileges in what at the time were still hypothetical democratic regimes. This does not exclude the possibility that other elites, though preferring autocratic rule during transitions, altered their preferences after implementing favorable institutional rules and observing a de-radicalization of the left. In sum, rival theses may not be rival after all, but instead encapsulate accurate descriptions of different dimensions and motivations that made elite interests compatible with democracy.

The new age of unequal democracy

Democratic transitions are now part of the past for Latin American elites. Most Latin American countries have experienced decades of reasonably stable democratic rule. By “stable” I do not imply an absence of distributive conflicts, nor predominantly good economic times, much less good governance. In actuality, the decade following democratization was virtually everywhere a decade of fiscal crisis, rising urban violence, mass protests, and political crises. But I want to highlight the fact that post-transition elite responses to crises have, more often than not, been circumscribed by liberal democratic institutions and rules. For instance, Pérez-Liñan (2007) highlights how deep crises, which in the past propelled military coups, are now dealt with by recurrent impeachment proceedings and trials. These tend to abate crises and placate popular dissatisfaction, at the same time that they maintain the institutional order and, for the most part, do not entail significant changes for elites. In a nutshell, impeachment undertakings function as a response to popular demands but do not eliminate the sources of popular insatisfaction.

During the 1990s, governments with different ideological backgrounds, including laborist/leftist ones in Argentina and Chile, converged toward a neo-liberal agenda of privatization, social security reform, and financialization (Levitsky 1999). Some argue that elites’ commitments to
democracy came only after they observed the effects of this agenda and learned that democratically elected governments could be market-friendly, even if headed by the left (Campello 2015, Levitsky 1999, Levitsky and Roberts 2011, Weyland 2002, Roberts 2014).

There is another trait in the current period of unequal democracies in Latin America, and it is continuity in patterns of state violence and repression. In his account of police killings, Brinks (2007) suggests that higher inequality is linked with police brutality and less judicial response to such acts. As one would expect, the heavy arm of the state repressive apparatus falls upon the poor and marginalized groups rather than on elites, and this occurs in part because of the success of liberal institutions in protecting the top layers of Latin American societies and their relative failure to do the same for the underprivileged. In previous authoritarian regimes, elites could find themselves as eventual victims of state repression and state arbitrariness. As Weffort (1984) argued, the daughters and sons of elite persons often held radical political views and eventually joined activist student groups or even clandestine oppositions, and were targeted and at times jailed or even killed under authoritarian rule. This is hardly a possibility for elites and their offspring in today’s democratic times, though it remains part of the risks that poor persons are subjected to in the name of fighting crime. Such contrasts individual fortunes today account for processes of state segmentation of citizenship rights (see López and Luna 2016). Segmented states can be observed along other dimensions, too. Latin American states vary in state presence and allocation of social goods (Luna and Soifer 2017, O’Donnell 1993), yet it is not entirely clear when state weakness results from low capacity (i.e. states cannot enforce authority and citizenship) and when it is a governing strategy.

Other forms of segmentation have to do with party politics in contexts of gross inequality. Luna (2014) argues that a key mechanism in the reproduction of inequality in Latin America is the development of segmented party-voter linkages, in which politicians seek to represent the interests of both upper and lower classes. To the former they offer continuity of fiscal responsibility, low taxes, and policy predictability. To the latter they offer clientelistic and targeted social goods. As a result, opposite poles in society end up voting for the same candidates and political groups, whose loyalties are to both assist the poor and maintain privileges. A related argument can be found in Holland’s (2017) conception of forbearance. According to Holland, politicians in Latin America turn to informal means for ensuring income and care for the poor. She focuses on the lack of law enforcement in informal commerce and housing as deliberate on the part of elected officials, who might face electoral punishment if they complied with relevant laws. The result of such informal ties is a reproduction of limited and perverse modes of welfarism and citizenship.
Latin American elites seem to have found the goose that lays the golden egg in unequal democracies, because they benefit from the protection of effective property rights under liberal institutions, but do not have to bear income and wealth redistributions (see Figure 2). Yet this only seems possible due to incentives provided by uneven state structures created unintentionally during historical processes of state-building and political incorporation, and boosted during the developmental authoritarian regimes that followed. In the new political arena of today, left-wing parties often cope with the preferences of market actors (due to segmented representation), political crises are resolved through impeachment proceedings and trials that imply no substantive change, the poor are attended through informal or targeted policies that involve no substantial redistribution, and states continue to repress marginalized sectors.

But this is not the full story. Elites also have reasons to feel threatened by unintended consequences of inequality. Research on elite attitudes toward inequality has found that elites associate inequality with crime and violence, and perceive themselves as victimized (Reis and Moore 2005, Reis 2000, López 2013b, 2014, 2016). In a similar vein, elites in countries such as Brazil appear to see inequality as a threat to liberal institutions that they have learned to treasure and as fuel for political phenomena, such as left-wing populism, that they despise.
Starting with the election of Hugo Chavez in Venezuela in 1998, the continent has experienced a wave of left-wing governments in what is called Latin America’s “left turn” or “pink tide” (Levitsky and Roberts 2011). The left-wing administrations of the 2000s were blessed with high commodity prices in the international trade market, creating an optimal scenario for distribution and inclusion. Yet from the point of view of income redistribution, the degree of improvement is much less clear. While some studies point to decreasing Gini indexes after the left-turn (López-Calva et al. 2010, Lusting et al. 2013), others highlight the persistence of income inequality in alternative and often more robust measures (see Alvaredo 2010 for Argentina and Souza and Medeiros 2015 for Brazil), as well as the presence of ceiling effects in processes of inequality reduction (Cord et al. 2016).

Some of these governments have continued the economic policies that pleased economic elites during the 1990s, as well as with the segmented patterns of political representation. As several authors portray (Campello 2011 Levitsky and Roberts 2013, Roberts 2014), the shift from radical rhetoric to fiscal responsibility and policy continuity accounted for liberal left-wing administrations in Brazil, Chile, and Uruguay, while more belligerent and expropriative (or illiberal) left-wing governments held power in Venezuela, Bolivia, and Ecuador. The latter cluster became known as “Bolivarian” in reference to Chavez’s leitmotif of a “Bolivarian revolution,” associated with new forms of populism (Padoan 2017, Roberts 2006). These patterns served as examples of the “dangers” of political competition in the eyes of elites, and were frequently invoked by mainstream media as rhetorical devices aimed at limiting or preventing redistributions (López 2016).

Externalities of inequality, i.e. unintended negative consequences, show that current Latin American democracies may be in equilibrium but are not optimal for elites. Discontent is widespread in the region in what has been viewed as an enduring crisis of political representation (Luna and Zechmeister 2007, Luna and Filgueira 2009, Mainwaring 2008). Yet elites and average citizens are likely to have very different sources of discontent. In the end, elites seem to be victimized by some of their own choices, because the maintenance of extreme levels of income inequality has fueled crime, populism, and other externalities that compromise elite security. Yet inequality may also be the main reason preventing elites from acknowledging that some income distribution can actually work in their favor. As Blofield (2011) and Reis (2008) argue, extreme inequality increases social distance and blocks the empathy needed to comprehend mechanisms of interdependence. As a consequence, elites regard the poor as irrational actors and often cannot foresee ways of connecting with them on the bases of shared interests (Silva and López 2015). In other words, elites cannot establish a connection with the poor because stratification places them at virtually unconnected poles of socialization. The literature on elite reproduction in cultural sociology has not addressed this issue directly, but one
can speculate about the role of closed circuits of privilege and symbolic distinction (eg. Bourdieu 1984, Khan 2012, Lamont 1992) in processes that lead elites toward distributional dead ends.

**Conclusion**

Latin America has been seen as synonymous with inequality, but also with rapid modernization and social change. As I have tried to show, the region has inspired theories about the effects of inequality in political life and vice versa, many of which focus on the roles of states and elites. Developmental states managed to urbanize and industrialize the main Latin American economies, while restricting access to citizenship and inaugurating regressive welfare structures and truncated forms of political inclusion. Power asymmetries helped elites impose exclusionary authoritarian regimes during the 1960s and 1970s, which were, at first glance, tailored to their needs for protection. The regimes boosted repression and hierarchical capitalism. Nonetheless, elite support for such regimes oscillated once elites began to question rulers’ commitment to property rights and free markets. In that context, elites made space for top-down processes of democratization.

Inequalities continued in the emergent democracies and electoral competition did not prevent elites from continuing to take advantage of uneven states. The exclusionary patterns inaugurated decades earlier also remained in place, states continued to be severely repressive toward the poor, and social policies were effective in co-opting poor constituencies without incremental taxation for the rich. Recent developments portray a new era of durable yet unequal democracies. This is so because Latin American elites have learned that there are ways and devices to overcome political crises other than military coups, and that by avoiding ruptures they can safeguard their own rights to private property. However, this apparent equilibrium is not perfect, certainly not in the eyes of the poor, but also not from the viewpoint of elites, because inequality gives rise to significant threats in the form of criminal violence and political uncertainty. Yet sociological, more than economic, forces seem to prevent elites from cooperating to seek a more virtuous equilibrium.
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